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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08.30</td>
<td>PZ Summation - a Contractor Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>M. Thompson</em> and L. Amundsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.55</td>
<td>Separation of P- and SV-Wavefields from Multi-Component OBC Data in the Tau-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Y. Wang</em> and S.C. Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.20</td>
<td>First Breaks Analysis for 3D Shear Seismic Refraction Statics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>F. Martin</em>, R. Smith and J. Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.45</td>
<td>A Proposed Workflow for Converted-Wave Event Registration - the Step between</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Processing and Interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>R.R. Kendall</em> and J. Pullishy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>Estimating Vp/Vs from Pre-Stack Converted-Wave Correlation Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>M. Gonzalez</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>An Approach to Determine Subsurface Structure Using P-P and P-SV Reflections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>G.P. Li</em>, A. Ziolkowski, D. Taylor and G. Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>Converted-Wave Prestack Time Migration for VTI Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>W. Wang</em>, L.D. Pham and M. Lou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.35</td>
<td>Sensitivity Analysis of Migration Velocities for P-S Converted Wave (C-wave)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>H.C. Dai</em> and X.-Y. Li</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
08.30 Time Images Derived from Refracted Wave Kirchhoff Migration
Y.V. Roslov*, A.N. Telegin, T.S. Sakouлина and I.M. Tikhonova

08.55 Static Correction in Desert and Loose Terrains
X.-C. Wei*, Y. Liu and X-Y. Li

09.20 A 3D Imaging Approach to Short-Wavelength Statics
X.H. Campman* and G.C. Herman

09.45 Bandwidth Migration with Fresnel Volumes
G. Bernasconi, C. Andreoletti* and G. Drufuca

10.10 Discussion

10.20 Multiple Suppression by Pre-stack Reverse Time Migration - a Nail in the Coffin
R. Mittet*

10.45 Adaptive Approximations for Multiple Suppression
T.A. Thompson* and B.M. Hartley

11.10 Application of SVD by Means of ICA
V.D. Vrabie* and J.I. Mars

11.35 Local Hilbert Transformation for Seismic Attributes
Anistotropy
4D Time Lapse Analysis

08.30 P031
Pressure-Dependent Anisotropy and Reflectivity of Porous Rocks with Aligned Fractures
E.A. Kozlov* and D.Y. Varivoda

08.55 P032
Seismic Signatures of Fractured Rocks - Effective Velocities of 3D Media with Penny-Shaped Cracks
E.H. Saenger*, O.S. Krueger and S.A. Shapiro

09.20 P033
Frequency Dependent Anisotropy Due to Meso-Scale Fractures with Equant Porosity
M. Chapman*

09.45 P034
Fracture Detection from Pre-Stack P-Wave Data
M. de Rooij*, N. Hemstra and R. van Boom

10.10 P035
Discussion

10.20 P035
Non-Linear Cross-Equalization of Time-Lapse Seismic Surveys Using Artificial Neural Networks
I.Y. Al-Ismaili* and M.R. Warner

10.45 P036
Estimating Compaction and Velocity Changes from Time-Lapse near and far Offset Stacks
M. Landroë* and R. Janssen

11.10 P037
4D Illumination and Elastic Modelling
I.F. Jones*, M.L. Bridson, P.G. Folstad, E. Kjos and M.C. Goodwin

11.35 P038
Continuous High Resolution Velocity as a 4D Attribute
I.F. Jones*, P.G. Folstad and E. Kjos
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 08.30 | Geometry and Geo-Dynamics of the Southeastern Mediterranean Sub-Provinces  
M. Khalil* |
| 08.55 | The Black Sea - Northwestern Part of Mediterranean Province - Geodynamic Analysis and Hydrocarbon Formation  
A.N. Dmitrievsky, I.E. Balanyuk*, V.G. Kaz'min and L.S. Dongaryan |
| 09.20 | Gravitational Folds and Compressional Structures Related with Normal Faults in the Suez Rift  
B. Colletta*, E. Piron, D. Marchal and I. Moretti |
| 09.45 | Black Sea Basin - Geodynamics and Modelling  
M.V. Korotaev*, A.M. Nikishin, A.V. Ershov and M.-F Brunet |
| 10.10 | Discussion |
| 10.20 | Reservoir Petrophysical Properties Distribution Using Seismic Attributes and Well Data – The West Delta Deep Marine Case Study  
S. Boccioli, F. Federici*, M. Corbella and F. Baioni |
| 10.45 | The Deep Jonian Sea - a Future Challenge for Hydrocarbon Exploration  
G. Cippitelli* and A. Bergamaschi |
| 11.10 | The Use of Biostratigraphy to Constrain Thrust Belt Timing in the Po Valley, Italy  
N. Engelhardt-Moore*, J. Granath, J. Aldrich and L. Albanesi |
| 11.35 | Modelling of Fracture Permeability in Bouri Field  
E. Caselgrandi*, F. Marchini and M. Ghedidda |
Tuesday 28 May

AVO and Inversion

08.30
On the Estimation of the Distribution of Seismic Reflection Sequences
D.R. Velis*

08.55
Reflection Impedance
L.T. Santos*, M. Tygel and A.C.B. Ramos

09.20
Reconnaissance AVO and Anisotropy Prediction, Deepwater Nigeria
P.M. Gidlow*, R. Dhillon, C. Thomas and T. Ziegler

09.45
Investigating the Detectability of Gas Sands Offshore South Africa by Means of AVO Modeling
H.-J. Hoffmann* and R. Durkan

10.10
Discussion

10.20
Footprints on 3D AVO Attribute Maps - Anatomy and Treatment
A. Samoilov*, V. Matsevich, A. Badeikin, A. Inosemtsev and E. Kozlov

10.45
Acquisition QC for Optimization of 3D Preserved Amplitude Prestack Depth Migration
P. Thierry*, A. Gomez, T. Karlsen, A. Sagehaug and R. Baina

11.10
Prediction of P-wave and S-wave Impedances by Coherence Matching
A.S. Barnola* and R.E. White

11.35
Introducing a PC and Workstation Supported Software for the Similarity Prediction of the Seismic Events
J. Hasanzadeh Azar, A. Javaherian*, I. Abdollahi Fard and M. Khorasani
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation Topic</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.45</td>
<td>Near Surface Seismic and GPR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>Application of Borehole Radar to Buried Object Survey for Civil Engineering Purpose</td>
<td>Y. Yamashita* and T. Toshioka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>Multiwave Shallow Seismic for the Determination of Bedrock and Soil Properties and S-Wave Statics</td>
<td>V.P. Lisin*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>Underthrust Sediments Observed at the Southern Japan Trench and Its Implication of the Interplate Coupling</td>
<td>T. Tsuru*, S. Miura, Y. Kaneda and J.-O. Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.25</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>GPR Surveying with a Remote Controlled Pulling System</td>
<td>M.J. Senos Matias*, C. Grangeia, F. Almeida, C. Gomes and F. Rocha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>Detecting Shallow Reflectors at the Khoor Biabanak Playa Site Using High-Resolution Reflection Method</td>
<td>M.A. Riahi* and J. Shahabian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>Automatic Processing and Interpretation of Engineering Seismic Data in Mountain Caucasus Area</td>
<td>R.M. Gylyjov* and V.B. Piip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Turbidites

13.45 P051
Using DHIs for Calibrating Depth Maps - a Case History from an Offshore Oil Field
M. Serazzi* and F. Marchini

14.10 P052
Mapping a Cretaceous Turbidite System Using Advanced Geophysical Techniques
L. Kvamme*, S. Wigger, T. Grotte and J. Doorenbos

14.35 P053
Shelf-Margin Deltas and Associated Turbidites - a Miocene Clinoform from the Carpathian Foredeep Basin in Poland
S. Porebski, K. Pietsch* and R. Hodiak

15.00 P054
SAIGUP Project – Impact of Geological Uncertainties on Production from Clastic Reservoirs
T. Manzocchi and J.J. Walsh*

15.25 Discussion

15.35 P055
Structural Restoration - an Approach for Automation
A.J. Richards* and G.D. Williams

16.00 P056
Low Net - Gross Canyon-Fill with Coarse-Grained Deep-Water Channel Elements, Baskil, Elazig, Eastern Turkey - Analogues for Offshore West Africa

16.25 P057
Unusual Facies and Geometries of the Paleogene Deep-Water Systems in the North Sea - Effects of Sand Remobilisation
D. Duranti*, M. Huuse, J.A. Cartwright, A. Hurst, B. Cronin, A. Mazzini and K. Flanagan

16.50 P058
Oil Pools in Devonian Deltas and Turbidite Deposits in the Pripyat Paleorift
S.M. Abravets*
Velocities and Inversion

13.45
Local Velocity Analysis by Parametric Wavenumber Estimation in Seismic - fk-MUSIC
K. Iranpour*, E.J. Muyzert and S. Grion

14.10
Two-Dimensional Full Wavefield Tomography of Synthetic Wide-Angle Seismic Data
C. Chironi*, J.V. Morgan and M. Warner

14.35
A New Generation 2D and 3D Refraction Experiment in the Carpathian Basin
E. Hegedus*, T. Bodoky, T. Fancsik, K. Posgay and CELEBRATION working group

15.00
Geostatistical Tomography of Short and Long Offset Seismic Data from the NE Atlantic Margin
M.R. Bosch*, P. Barton and S. Singh

15.25
Discussion

15.35
Increased Crustal Resolution - Voring Volcanic Margin
T. Raum*, R. Mjelde, B. Myhren, T. Enoksen and K. Kravik

16.00
Combined Wide-Angle and Reflection Velocity Images via the Tau-P Domain - a Sub-Basalt Application
G.D. Jones*, P.J. Barton and S.C. Singh

16.25
Feasibility of Full Waveform Inversion Applied to Sub-basalt Imaging
L. Sirgue* and R.G. Pratt

16.50
Frequency Domain Waveform Imaging Using Wide-Angle Data
P. Primiero*
Reservoir Characterisation A

13.45 P211
Hanze Chalk Oil Field - the Chalk Pearl in the Dutch North Sea
A.P. Hofmann*, A Price, G. Kaffenberger, R. Godderij and M. Simpson

14.10 P212
Integration a Key for Minimizing the Uncertainty in Field Development - a Case Study

14.35 P213
The Efficiency of Combining Geophysics and Geochemistry Methods while Simulating Multilayer Oil Fields

15.00 P214
Fracture Characterization in the Ghawar Field, Using Wide-Azimuth Full-Offset Seismic Data
K. Al-Hawas*, M.S. Ameen, M. Wahab and C. MacBeth

15.25 Discussion

15.35 P215
Seismic Facies Map Integration in Geostatistical Geological Model - a Field Case
B.M. Doligez*, F. Fournier, G. Jolivet, S. Gančarski and H. Beucher

16.00 P216
Origin and Variations of Reservoir Characteristics in the Chalk Deposits
L. Machhour*, J.-P. Sizun, J. Richard, P. Gaviglio and S. Vandycke

16.25 P217
Depositional and Production Related Anisotropies in the Ekofisk Chalk Reservoir
H. Rasmussen*, T. Strand, C.K. Clausen and L. Boisse

16.50 P218
Factors Influenced Porosity of the Siliciclastic Rocks in the Baltic Cambrian Basin
A. Shogenova*, K. Mens, S. Sliupa, V. Rasteniene, A. Joeleht and K. Kirsimae
13.45 P281
Continuos Seismic Monitoring as One Way to Assess Sources of Danger in Potash and Rock Salt Mining
H. Thoma, B.E. Bode and O.A. Klippel*

14.10 P282
Magnetotelluric Modeling for 1D Anisotropic Models
C.C. Yin*

14.35 P283
Geophysical Investigations of the Hyypiaamaki Calcite Marble Deposit, Southwestern Finland
J. Lohva* and O. Sarapaa

15.00 P284
Development of Integrated High-Resolution Geophysical Exploration for Replacement Mineralisation in the South Pennine Orefield, UK
T.M. Grossey*, I.A. Hill, C.A. Jeffrey, J. Busby and C. Leach

15.25
Discussion

15.35 P285
Simulation of Destruction Phenomena Caused by Elastic Waves
T. Matsuoka*, Z. Wakatuki and Y. Ashida

16.00 P286
Ground TDEM Applied to Massive Sulphide Exploration in the Mundo Novo Greenstone Belt, Bahia, Brazil

16.25 P287
Search for Gold with the Help of Magnetic Prospecting in Pyrrhotine
J.B. Kravchenko*, N.I. Lebib and V.I. Tregubenko

16.50 P288
Multicomponent Subsurface Seismic for the Evaluation of Salt Petrophysics
A. Babkin*, I.A. Sanfirov and V.P. Lisin
13.45
Contribution of the 3D Seismic Data to the Development of Producing Fields in Tunisia
N. Ayari Saidi* and J. Friha

14.10
Tectonics & Trap Types in Tunisia

14.35
Structural Style of the Algerian Offshore and Its Influence on Play Types - Algeria
H.L. Kheidri* and S. Ziou

15.00
Austrian Phase and Halokinetic Events in the Southern Gulf of Gabes - SE Offshore of Tunisia, Effects on the Distribution of the Cretaceous Reservoirs and Trap Development
S. Hajjej*, Z. Dey and A. Ouahchi

15.25
Discussion

15.35
Reduced Sulfur Species in the Alpine Zone of Europe - Lithostratigraphic and Structural Control
L. Anissimov*

16.00
Petroleum Evaluation of Triassic and Jurassic Deep Objectives in Central Tunisia
K. Ben Boubaker*, S. Aissaoui, M. Bedir, A. Sghira and D. Tanfous

16.25
Extensional Brittle Shear Zones and Deep Seated Granitoid in the Larderello Field
A. Brogi, A. Lazzarotto, D. Liotta* and R. Nicolich

16.50
Magnetic Features of the Sardinian Block, Western Mediterranean - an Overview
S. Fais*, E.E. Klingele and L. Lecca
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08.30</td>
<td>P081</td>
<td>Aspects of Signal Quality to Vibroseis Shear Wave Data – a 2D Reflection Seismic Case Study</td>
<td>U. Polom* and H. Durst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.55</td>
<td>P082</td>
<td>New Electrodynamic Geophones</td>
<td>A.V. Ryzhov* and S.A. Fedotov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.20</td>
<td>P083</td>
<td>Amplitude Analysis of Harmonics on Vibrator Generated Direct Waves</td>
<td>P. Scholtz*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.45</td>
<td>P084</td>
<td>Optimisation of Sweep Signals</td>
<td>Y. Tyapkin* and E.A. Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>P085</td>
<td>Implications of Seismic Source Array Geometry Variation for Onboard Quality Control</td>
<td>N. Turnbull*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>P086</td>
<td>Rough-Sea Deghosting Using Vertical Particle Velocity Field Approximations</td>
<td>T. Rosten*, L. Amundsen, J. Robertsson and E. Kragh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>P087</td>
<td>Active Streamer Positioning - in Action</td>
<td>A.D. Curtis*, L. Combee and W. Olafsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.35</td>
<td>P088</td>
<td>Hexagonal Binning in 3D Seismic Data Acquisition</td>
<td>V. Bardan*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Determination of Facies from Well Logs Using Modular Neural Networks
A. Bhatt*, H.B. Helle and B. Ursin

Residual Strain in Biot Porous Media
G. Quiroga-Goode*

The Effective Stress Coefficient for Wave Velocities in Saturated Grain Packs
A. Furre*

T-Matrix Approach to Shale Acoustics
M. Jakobsen*, J.A. Hudson and T.A. Johansen

On the Correspondence between Resistivity and Texture of Loose Sediments, Saturated with Salt Water
N. Abu Zeid*, M. Ferrari and G. Santarato

Prediction and Simulation of a Second Slow Wave in Partially Saturated Porous Media
J.E. Santos*, C.L. Ravazzoli, J.M. Carcione, P.M. Gauzellino and F. Cavallini

Is There Perspectives to Find Out Fluids in Cracks Due to Seismic Waves Attenuation
B. Sibirjakov*

Forward Modelling of Near Well-Bore Geology - a New Basis for Petrophysical Interpretation
K. Nordahl*, P. Ringrose, A. Waldum, A. Naess and I. Brandsaeter
08.30
Optimization of the Shape of Gaussian Beams
K. Zacek*

08.55
Traveltime-Based Raytracing for Multiples and Converted Waves
E. Asakawa* and T. Matsuoka

09.20
Amplitude of a Head Wave by Ray Method for Medium with Crossed Interfaces
I. Orlov*, V.Z. Koksharov, T.E. Kospanov, B.A. Bobrov and S.V. Polozov

09.45
Factorized Ray Tracing in Viscoporoelastic TI Media
A.B. Druzhinin*

10.10
Discussion

10.20
Time-Domain Ray Asymptotic near Singularities - Illustration for a Caustic Cusp
A.A. Duchkov* and S.V. Goldin

10.45
Linearized Quasi-Shear Wave Inversion Using QI Approximation
S.M. Soukina*, D. Gajewski and B.M. Kashtan

11.10
From Approximate to Accurate Velocity Rays
E. Iversen*

11.35
A Fast Integration Technique for the Generation of Ray-Born Synthetics
H. Keers*, C.H. Chapman and D Nichols
Magnetotelluric Measurements in the North German Basin
N. Hoffmann and W. Muller*

Texture and Shape Measures for Content-Based Magnetic Image Retrieval
A.J. Buckingham*, M.C. Dentith and R. List

Using Surface SP to Monitor Underground Fluid Flow - an Example from a HDR Stimulation
M. Darnet*, G. Marquis, P. Sailhac and A. Gerard

Interpretation of Isolated Gravity Anomalies Using Euler Deconvolution
E. Elawadi* and K. Ushijima

Discussion

Hydrocarbon Detection and Monitoring with Electromagnetic Survey
D. A. Wright, A.M. Ziolkowski*, B.A. Hobbs and D.N. Green

Gravity and Magnetotelluric Modeling of Salt Structures for Improved Seismic Imaging
M.H. Krieger*, C.H. Henke and A. Zerilli

Using Gravity and Magnetics to Enhance Seismic Velocity Models - Cse Study form Offshore Brazil
B.S. Anderson*, M.E. Weber and G. Lyman

A Simple Approach to Regularized Gradients Calculation in Gravimetry and Magnetometry
R. Pasteka* and P. Richter
08.30
The Roll of Stratigraphy and Tectonics on Reservoir Prediction in Eastern Maracaibo Basin

08.55
Exploring for a Stratigraphic Trap in Zulia Oriental, Western Venezuela
S. Sarzalejo*, L. Benkovics, J. Carbon, F. Leon and A. Pena

09.20
Chronostratigraphic Reconstruction in the Falkland Plateau - South Atlantic
A. Del Ben*, A. Mallardi, R. Geletti and I. Finetti

09.45
Petroleum Systems in Offshore Sierra Leone and Liberia
D.C. Rusk*, K.C. Bennett and K.W. Mohn

10.10
Discussion

10.20
A Geological Framework of the Mauritanian Continental Margin from New Offshore 2D Seismic
S. Tremblay*, A.M. Schwab and A. Hurst

10.45
Deep Water Petroleum System in the Mannar Basin, Offshore Sri Lanka
P.W. Baillie*, R.D. Shaw, D.T.P. Liyanaarachchi and M.G. Jayaratne

11.10
Deep Structure Analysis of Sedimentary Basins of the Marginal and Inner Seas
A.G. Rodnikov*

11.35
New Data on Neogene Stratigraphy of Romanian Carpathians Foreland and Hydrocarbon Prospect
E.R. Stoica Negulescu* and M. Tanasa
Complex Reservoir Simulation by Using Methods of Geological Analogy and Statistical Analysis
K.E. Zakrevsky*, V.Y. Zorkina, R.D. Kanevskaya, S.V. Korobkin and V.V. Strekozin

On the Problem of "Lost Opportunities" in the Matured Oil Fields
T.V. Khismetov*, I.S. Jafarov, A.M. Brekhuntsov, F.A. Sharifulin and Y.A. Zobov

Uncertainty Characterization, Looking Back on the Data from the Model Space
M. Sartoretti* and P. Thore

Methods of Economic Evaluation of Oil and Gas Resources in the South-Eastern European Part of Russia
I.P. Ampilov*, E.V. Postnova and G.V. Nikishkina

Applications of the Localized Quasi-Linear Approximation to Reservoir Monitoring
E. Tartaras* and M.S. Zhdanov

Automatic Real-Time Processing of Induced Microseismic Data
V. Oye*, M. Roth and L. Jahren

The 4D Seismics Discrimination for Not Overcompacted Reservoirs
N.A. Cheremisin*, V.P. Sonich, P.A. Efimov, N.N. Minchenkov and K.N. Khuratamov

A New Technique for Improving Source Locations of Microseismic Events and Relative Tool Orientations
K. de Meersman*, M. van der Baan and J.-M. Kendall
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.45</td>
<td>Petroleum Systems a</td>
<td>Hydrocarbon Generation in the NW Dniepr-Donets Basin, Ukraine</td>
<td>V. Shymanovskyy* and R.F. Sachsenhofer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>Occurrence of Natural Gas in the Southern, Marginal Part of the Pannonian Basin, Croatia</td>
<td>G. Baric* and L. Cota</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.25</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>Gas and Oil Potential of the Ukrainian Part of the Black – Azov Sea Area</td>
<td>V. I. Sozansky*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>Post Jurassic Tectonic History and Geodinamics of the Black Sea Region</td>
<td>E. I. Morosanu*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>The Study of Tectonics of the Syria North-East in Connection with the Hydrocarbon Bearing Prognosis</td>
<td>M.M. Dovbnich*, V.P. Soldatenko, J. Kais and Y.V. Mendri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>Hydrocarbon Sealing Efficiency of the Bals Formation in the Moesian Platform, Romania</td>
<td>C. Pene*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13.45  
The Azimuthally Dependent Anisotropy Parameter Transformation (ADAPT) for P-Wave Kinematics  
P.N.J. Rasolofosaon*

14.35  
Anisotropic Multicomponent 3D Prestack Depth Migration  
T. Gasiorowski, R.I. Bloor, E. Schmidt and G.L. Brown*

15.00  
Estimation of Thomsen's Anisotropic Parameters Using Shifted Hyperbola NMO Equation  
P. Elapavuluri* and J. Bancroft

15.25  
Discussion

15.35  
Anisotropic P-Wave Velocity Derived from Deviated Wells at the Valhall Field  
S. Brandsberg-Dahl* and O.I. Barkved

16.00  
Traveltimes, Conversion Points and Parameter Estimation in HTI Media  
M.A. van der Baan*, J.-M. Kendall and D. Smit

16.25  
Anisotropic Ambiguities  
I.F. Jones*, N.X. Bemitsas, P.A. Farmer, J. Leslie and M.L. Bridson

16.50  
Anisotropic Parameters Estimation from P- and PS-Converted Wave Data  
M. Lou*, D. Pham and S. Lee
Borehole Acoustics and Cross-Hole Seismic

13.45
Single-Well Imaging with Acoustic Reflection Survey at Mounds, Oklahoma, USA
Y. Li*, R. Zhou, X. Tang, J.C. Jackson and D.J. Patterson

14.10
Crosswell Reflection Tomography
J.K Washbourne*, F. Miranda, M. Antonelli and K.P. Bube

14.35
Experiments on Stoneley Wave Propagation in a Borehole Intersected by a Finite Horizontal Fracture
F. Henry*, J.T. Fokkema and C.J. de Pater

15.00
Improving of Acoustic Full Waveforms Using Artificial Neural Network
K. Wawrzyniak*

15.25
Discussion

15.35
Integrated Crosswell Seismic - Advanced Technology to Improve Reservoir Description in the El Borma WAG Project
M. Antonelli, F. Ghadhab, F. Miranda, M.C. Rinaudo, L. Ruvo and N. Sabri

16.00
Interpretation of Lithology and Connectivity with Crosswell Velocity Tomography
Y. You-Sheng*, Y. Ming-Li, W. Xin and X. Zeng-Kui

16.25
Measurement of Seismic Anisotropy and Fracture Characterization of Tournemire Shale
P. Rasolofosaon*, J.L. Mari, J. Cabrera and P. Volant
13.45
3D EM Modeling and Inversion with Green's Tensor Integration in Wavenumber Domain

14.10
Weighted Generalized Series Expansion Used in the 2D Geoelectric Inversion Problem
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